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KEY=EMERGING - BRYNN GWENDOLYN
UK OIL AND GAS LAW: COMMERCIAL AND CONTRACT LAW ISSUES
EUP In recent years, a great deal has changed in the oil and gas industry, from legal and regulatory change to falling oil prices. This updated third edition of UK Oil and Gas Law has been published in two volumes: this volume focuses on commercial and contract law
issues.

UK OIL AND GAS LAW
CURRENT PRACTICE AND EMERGING TRENDS. COMMERCIAL AND CONTRACT LAW ISSUES
UK OIL AND GAS LAW: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY LAW
OIL AND GAS LAW IN A NUTSHELL
Nature and Protection of Oil and Gas Rights; The Formation and Production of Oil and Gas; Ownership of Oil and Gas Rights; Kinds of Oil and Gas Interests; Protection of Oil and Gas Rights; Conveying Oil and Gas Rights; Creation and Transfer of Oil and Gas Interests;
Joint Ownership of Oil and Gas Rights; Interpretive Problems in Oil and Gas Conveyancing; Oil and Gas Leasing; Essential Clauses of Modern Oil and Gas Leases; Oil and Gas Lease Savings Clauses; Lease Royalty, Clause; Implied Covenants in Oil and Gas Leases; Lease
Transfers; Tax and Business Matters; Oil and Gas Contracts.

THE REGULATION OF DECOMMISSIONING, ABANDONMENT AND REUSE INITIATIVES IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
FROM OBLIGATION TO OPPORTUNITIES
Kluwer Law International B.V. In the process of resolving disputes, it is not uncommon for parties to justify actions otherwise in breach of their obligations by invoking the need to protect some aspect of the elusive concept of public order. Until this thoroughly researched
book, the criteria and factors against which international dispute bodies assess such claims have remained unclear. Now, by providing an in-depth comparative analysis of relevant jurisprudence under four distinct international dispute resolution systems – trade,
investment, human rights and international commercial arbitration – the author of this invaluable book identiﬁes common core benchmarks for the application of the public order exception. To achieve the broadest possible scope for her analysis, the author examines
the public order exception’s function, role and application within the following international dispute resolution systems: relevant World Trade Organization (WTO) agreements as enforced by the organization’s Dispute Settlement Body and Appellate Body; international
investment agreements as enforced by competent Arbitral Tribunals and Annulment Committees under the International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes; provisions under the Inter-American Convention of Human Rights and the European Convention of
Human Rights as enforced by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the European Court of Human Rights, respectively; and the New York Convention as enforced by national tribunals across the world. Controversies, tensions and pitfalls inherent in invoking
the public order exception are elucidated, along with clear guidelines on how arguments may be crafted in order to enhance prospects of success. Throughout, tables and graphs systematize key aspects of the relevant jurisprudence under each of the dispute resolution
systems analysed. As an immediate practical resource for lawyers on any side of a dispute who wish to invoke or strengthen a public order exception claim, the book’s systematic analysis will be welcomed by lawyers active in WTO disputes, international investment
arbitration, human rights law or enforcement of foreign arbitral awards. Academics and policymakers will ﬁnd a signal contribution to the ongoing debate on the existence, legal basis, content and functions of the transnational public order.

PRIMER ON THE TEXAS LAW OF OIL AND GAS
LOCAL CONTENT OIL AND GAS LAW IN AFRICA
LESSONS FROM NIGERIA AND BEYOND
Routledge Examining local content law and policy in the oil and gas industry, this book uses Nigeria as a primary case study, comparing its approach to countries such as Brazil and Norway which have also adopted local content laws in relation to their gas and oil
industries. In considering various aspects of local content law and policy as they apply to the oil and gas industry, the book examines the factors behind the formulation of local content policies by petroleum producing states, and the various strategies they have
employed to implement them. It analyses arguments against local content requirements from the perspective of international trade and investment law, and from liberal market economic theorists, who argue against its overall usefulness. The book highlights salient
aspects of the oil and gas industry such as regulation, national oil companies, treatment of minorities, and policy formulation and implementation.

THE OIL AND GAS LAW REVIEW
NIGERIAN OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY LAWS
POLICIES, AND INSTITUTIONS
African Books Collective Though predominantly on oil and gas law, this is nonetheless a veritable Reference Book on the oil and gas industry in Nigeria. It places before anyone interested in the oil and gas industry basic and critical oil and gas issues not in common
circulation in existing texts on the subject. The book is arranged in such a chronological order, like reference books and dictionaries tend to be,that a lay person in going through it would now know how oil is explored and found,how oil ﬁelds may be onshore and
oﬀshore, how oil blocs are bidded for, how oil is drilled, including associated gas deposits, among others. The transportation of oil and gas, storage of oil and gas, reﬁning of oil and processing of gas, marketing of oil and gas,the impact of oil and gas exploration,
production and revenues on the Nigerian environment, politics and economy and a myriad of other issues are comprehensively covered. The book should prove most useful to the lawyer, petroleum geologist, petroleum engineer, policy makers, investors, local and
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international development agencies and bodies, lecturers and students specialising in wide ranging subjects as economics, development studies, engineering, management, public administration, insurance, marketing, accounting and ﬁnance.

THE LAW ON PETROLEUM UNITIZATION
LEGISLATING FOR EFFECTIVE REGULATORY GOVERNANCE
Edward Elgar Publishing This comprehensive book addresses both the principles and the practicalities of petroleum unitization. Paul F. Worthington draws on both his extensive experience of the global petroleum industry and his insights into petroleum unitization in
some 90 jurisdictions worldwide to map out the evolution of and rationale for unitization in legislation and to provide much-needed guidance on the formulation of a legislative framework for eﬀective regulatory governance of the unitization process.

IRAQ’S OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
THE LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL FRAMEWORK
Routledge Oil, an integral part of the contemporary global economy, is considered a driving force behind the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Hydrocarbon reserves in Iraq have a signiﬁcant role to play in global supply, with oil revenue accounting for more than 90% of Iraqi
government income. This book provides a comprehensive insight into the key foundations of Iraq’s oil industry and assists in the development of a core area of domestic law to promote economic recovery following years of instability. It addresses the development of
oil legislation and the formation of contracts since the US and allied occupation of Iraq in 2003. Legislation is assessed against the framework of the constitution along with the diﬀerent types of oil agreements and their terms. The book looks at three main aspects of
oil legislation, beginning with the validity and interpretation of the constitution as any subsequent legislation governing oil policy will be based upon this. The work then discusses whether the draft oil and gas law of 2007 and any subsequent oil legislation, including
the law implemented by the Kurdish Regional Government in 2007, is valid. Finally, the book analyses the legitimacy of oil agreements entered into by the central and regional governments and whether these contain terms beneﬁcial to the state and contracting party.
Providing an in-depth analysis of the origins and development of the legal framework of the oil industry in Iraq, the book acts as both a reference source and a springboard for future research across a range of legal, economic and policy perspectives. It will appeal to
practitioners and academics working in energy law and international investment law, as well as policy-makers, legal advisors and those working in governments and energy companies.

PROCEDINGS OF THE SEVENTY-SECOND ANNUAL INSTITUE ON OIL AND GAS LAW
The Proceedings of the Institute on Oil and Gas Law, part of The Institute for Energy Law of The Center for American and International Law's continuing education program, provide expert guidance on current legal issues involving the oil, gas and energy industries.
Published annually in condensed and edited form, the proceedings oﬀer oil, gas and energy practitioners practical ideas and solutions for dealing with the impact of new laws and regulations.The timeliness of the topics and the insight and experience of the authors
make The Institute for Energy Law of The Center for American and International Law's Annual Institute on Oil and Gas Law a valuable addition to the library of anyone with a practice concerned with oil and gas law.

WILLIAMS & MEYERS OIL AND GAS LAW
PROPERTY AND THE LAW IN ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Oxford University Press, USA Joanne Limburg is a woman who thinks things she doesn't want to think, and who does things she doesn't want to do. As a small child, she would chew her hair all day and lie awake at night wondering if heaven had a ceiling; a few years later,
when she should have been doing her homework, she was pacing her bedroom, agonising about the unfairness of lif as a woman, and the shortness of her legs. By the time she was an adult, obsessive thoughts and compulsive behaviours had come to dominate her life.
She knew that something was wrong with her, but it would take many years before she understood what that something was. The Woman Who Thought Too Much follows Limburg's quest to understand her Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and to manage her symptoms.
She takes the reader on a journey through consulting rooms, libraries and internet sites, as she learns about rumination, scrupulosity, avoidance, thought-action fusion, ﬁxed-action patterns, anal ﬁxations, schemas, basal ganglia, tics and synapses. Meanwhile, she
does her best to come to terms with an illness which turns out to be common and even - sometimes - treatable. This vividly honest memoir is a sometimes shocking, often humorous revelation of what it is like to live with so debilitating a condition. It is also an
exploration of the inner world of a poet and an intense evocation of the persistence and courage of the human spirit in the face of mental illness.

OIL, GAS, AND MINING
A SOURCEBOOK FOR UNDERSTANDING THE EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
World Bank Publications Oil, Gas, and Mining: A Sourcebook for Understanding the Extractive Industries provides developing countries with a technical understanding and practical options around oil, gas, and mining sector development issues. A central premise of the
Sourcebook is that good technical knowledge can better inform political, economic, and social choices with respect to sector development and the related risks and opportunities. The guidance provided by the Sourcebook assumes a broad set of overarching principles,
all centered on good governance and directed at achieving positive and broadly based sustainable development outcomes. This Sourcebook is rich in presenting options to challenges, on the understanding that contexts and needs vary, and that there is much to be
gained from appreciating the lessons learned from a broad set of experiences.

OIL AND GAS LAW IN NIGERIA
SIMPLIFIED
Malthouse Press A new empirical study on oil and gas in Nigeria, which serves as a useful general introduction to many aspects of the country's oil and gas industries and related laws. Contents: introductions - deﬁnitions, importance, the international oil industry, how oil
was found; the Nigerian oil industry: historical perspectives and acts of law; legislation governing the industry; ownership of oil and gas - ownership theories in the oil and gas industries, sovereignty over natural resources and international law; contracts for
exploration and production; the natural gas industry; ﬁscal matters pertaining to the petroleum industry; OPEC; national oil corporations and the Nigerian Petroleum Corporation; downstream oil and gas law and policy; trade in crude oil and products; environmental
issues; oil community issues; topical issues in the petroleum industry - e.g. acquisitions of technology, indigenous oil companies; nationalisation and privatisation; and dispute settlements. Yinka Omorogbe is a lecturer in law at the Universities of Benin and Lagos,
Nigeria.

OIL AND GAS LAW IN THE UK
Bloomsbury Publishing The purpose of this book is to equip the wide range of players in the oil and gas industry, and policy makers, researchers, academics and students with up-to-date knowledge of this rapidly changing ﬁeld.

ALASKA OIL AND GAS LAWS AND REGULATIONS ANNOTATED
LexisNexis Alaska Oil and Gas Laws and Regulations Annotated is an essential handbook for attorneys and professionals working in the oil and gas industry in Alaska. Public Land, Water, Air, Energy, and Environmental Conservation, Public Resources, Public Utilities and
Carriers, Revenue and Taxation, and many more. Other selected regulations cover natural resources, revenue, practice and procedure, environmental conservation, the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, and more. Other key features include: • Revisor Notes
• Opinions of the Attorney General • Cross References • Case Notes • Comprehensive Index • Annual Updates
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GREEN PETROLEUM
HOW OIL AND GAS CAN BE ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
John Wiley & Sons Can "green petroleum" reverse global warming and bring down highgasoline prices? Written in non-technical language for thelayperson, this book investigates and details how the oil and gasindustry can "go green" with new processes and
technologies, thusbringing the world's most important industry closer toenvironmental and economic sustainability.

OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION HANDBOOK: AN INTRODUCTION TO OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION
Lulu.com

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
THE MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES AS A DRIVER OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Oxford University Press "A study prepared by the United Nations University World Institute for Development Economics Research (UNU-WIDER)".

THE APPLICATION OF CONTRACTS IN DEVELOPING OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS PROJECTS
Taylor & Francis This book provides a comprehensive overview of the key aspects and contracts involved in the process of developing oil and gas projects, with an emphasis on oﬀshore developments. Project development in oil and gas carries with it numerous unique
risks and challenges. By identifying and managing risk through the various contract stages, each stage of the project is seen in perspective and therefore gives readers a better understanding of how that stage was arrived at and what is expected to come later. To do
this, the authors use illustrative international case studies from past and current projects, thereby deepening the reader’s understanding and awareness of risk from practical experience, as well as suggesting answers for those who are involved in developing oil and
gas projects. The Application of Contracts in Developing Oﬀshore Oil and Gas Projects is intended for project owners, project managers, contractors, ﬁnance managers, commercial managers and lawyers who seek to understand the subject from a practical point of
view.

BRIEFS OF LEADING CASES IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
Routledge

OIL AND GAS LAW IN THE UK
Bloomsbury Publishing The UK Oil and Gas industry has evolved at unprecedented speed over the past four decades. It has attracted a great deal of attention from a range of industry players and regulators throughout the world. This is largely because the petroleum
industry brings together the most powerful public and private actors in the form of states and trans-national corporations. Oil and Gas Law provides a comprehensive overview of the central legal issues in the UK oil and gas industry today. It is essential reading for the
wide range of players in the oil and gas industry, including policy makers, researchers and academics. Oil and Gas Law covers such important topics as: Ownership of oil and gas law; Operating in the UKCS; Oil and gas contracting in the UK; Oil and gas taxation; Dispute
resolution in oil and gas contracting; Environmental regulation in UKCS; Health and Safety issues; Renewable energy issues; Decommissioning. Written in a clear and reader-friendly style this is an invaluable source of reference for all those requiring up-to-date
guidance on legal issues aﬀecting the UK oil and gas industry.

THE GEOPOLITICS OF ENERGY IN SOUTH ASIA
ENERGY SECURITY OF BANGLADESH
Routledge This book examines the relation between energy and politics in South Asia and explores the geopolitics surrounding energy security in the region. Analyzing energy security and the scramble for resources in South Asia, the book highlights the important role
of energy in light of the rapid economic growth of South Asian countries. The book analyzes the current energy security status of the countries in South Asia, their strengths and weaknesses, and the policies that need to be implemented in order to ensure their energy
security. Focusing on Bangladesh as a case study, the author argues that the country is geographically important both in respect to its energy resources and as an energy hub. The author applies a novel analytical framework to measure the energy security of the
region and examines the role of the US and China in this geopolitical scenario. A new assessment of energy security issues and the geopolitical aspect of energy security, this book will be of interest to researchers in the ﬁelds of energy studies and security,
International Relations, South Asian Studies and Asian Politics.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF IRAN’S UPSTREAM OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF NEW CONCESSION CONTRACTS
Routledge This book critically examines diﬀerent forms of petroleum contracts, the historical perspective of the oil and gas industry and the political economy of the petroleum development in Iran. In doing this, the author provides analysis of the concept of concession
in oil and gas development. This is discussed through the main forms of concession contracts; namely, the classic concession contract (CCC) and the new concession contract (NCC). The book ties together much of the existing work on the history of oil and gas
regulation in Iran and builds on that foundation to propose a coherent and balanced approach within the framework of the NCC. To consider the role of the NCC in developing national upstream oil and gas industry, comparative examples are drawn from countries
currently using, or having previously used, NCC oil and gas contracts. The selected developed and developing countries are Brazil, Thailand, the United Kingdom, Australia and Norway. The analysis considers the extent to which the NCC has served to advance the
objectives and national interests of the national governments in this industry. The book involves a comparative exploration of the utilisation of NCCs in other jurisdictions and synthesises a framework through which Iran may develop its underutilised oil and gas
resources. Of interest to academics, students and practitioners throughout the world, this book focuses on the relevant aspects of Iran’s Constitution and natural resource laws and makes recommendations for law reform to Iran’s legal frameworks.

CASES AND MATERIALS ON OIL AND GAS LAW
West Academic The authors have retained the basic structure of prior editions, but have further integrated implied covenants issues with express lease issues and conservation with pooling and unitization, as well as adding new cases and editing the old materials. The
book includes environmental law materials in a separate chapter, reﬂecting the editors? view of their importance and adapting the book for use in an advanced course, as well as a basic course

TEXAS LAW OF OIL AND GAS
Lexis Law Publishing (Va)
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OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTION
LAW AND PRACTICE
CRC Press With thirty per cent of the world’s oil and gas production coming from oﬀshore areas, the construction of specialist vessels to perform oﬀshore operations is a crucial part of the industry. However, with exploration and production being performed in
increasingly exacting locations, the scope for disputes arising from cost overruns, scheduling delays and technical diﬃculties is immense. In the absence of legal precedent, this ground-breaking title provides practical guidance on avoiding and resolving disputes in the
construction of oﬀshore units and vessels, including FPSOs, drilling units, OSVs and ﬁxed platforms. Written by a leading team at Stephenson Harwood, this book covers the entire construction process from initial concept right through to installation, at each stage
commenting on typical contract terms and oﬀering expert advice based on real-life examples. Key topics include: Design risk Changes to the work Consequences of delay Acceptance Tests Termination Dispute resolution This unique text will be of enormous assistance
both to legal practitioners and oﬀshore construction professionals including project managers, ﬁnanciers, insurers, and sub-contractors.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSTITUTE ON OIL AND GAS LAW
LexisNexis The annual proceedings of the Institute on Oil and Gas Law, part of The Institute for Energy Law of The Center for American and International Law's continuing education program, provide expert guidance on current legal issues involving the oil, gas and
energy industries. Published in condensed and edited form, the proceedings oﬀer oil, gas and energy practitioners practical ideas and solutions for dealing with the impact of new laws and regulations. The timeliness of the topics and the insight and experience of the
authors make The Institute for Energy Law of The Center for American and International Law's Annual Institute on Oil and Gas Law a valuable addition to the library of anyone with a practice concerned with oil and gas law.

OIL AND GAS LAW IN THE UK
Bloomsbury Professional Oil and Gas Law in the UK oﬀers in-depth analysis of the central legal issues connected to this important UK industry. The second edition of this text provides an overview of the United Kingdom Continental Shelf (UKCS) and how it relates to oil
and gas law. It also oﬀers: - Coverage of operations, contracting and the future of the UKCS - A detailed examination of the UK oil and gas industry - Consideration of the general framework of the international oil and gas industry Oil and Gas Law in the UK is written in
a clear and reader-friendly style and includes detailed appendices on cross-boundary agreements and guidance on disputes.

OIL AND GAS LAW
CURRENT PRACTICE AND EMERGING TRENDS
Edinburgh University Press This highly successful book brings together academic and practising lawyers to consider the key regulatory and contractual dimensions of the mature hydrocarbon province. Now in its second edition, the text has been fully updated. New
chapters look at Energy Security, Law and Technology in the Oil Field and Acquisitions and Disposals.

OIL AND GAS TRADING
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
This new guide to oil and gas trading aims to ﬁll a gap not currently supplied by other reference books on sale-of-goods law and charters by focusing on the day-to-day realities of trading in the sector. It examines the way in which the oil and gas market operates in
practice, taking note of real-life situations that can arise.

MINING FOR CHANGE
NATURAL RESOURCES AND INDUSTRY IN AFRICA
Oxford University Press For a growing number of countries in Africa the discovery and exploitation of natural resources is a great opportunity, but one accompanied by considerable risks. This book presents research on how to better manage the revenues and
opportunities associated with natural resources.

SOCIAL CAPITAL
John Wiley & Sons Social capital is a principal concept across the social sciences and has readily entered into mainstream discourse. In short, it is popular. However, this popularity has taken its toll. Social capital suﬀers from a lack of consensus because of the varied
ways it is measured, deﬁned, and deployed by diﬀerent researchers. It has been put to work in ways that stretch and confuse its conceptual value, blurring the lines between networks, trust, civic engagement, and any type of collaborative action. This clear and concise
volume presents the diverse theoretical approaches of scholars from Marx, Coleman, and Bourdieu to Putnam, Fukuyama, and Lin, carefully analyzing their commonalities and diﬀerences. Joonmo Son categorizes this wealth of work according to whether its focus is on
the necessary preconditions for social capital, its structural basis, or its production. He distinguishes between individual and collective social capital (from shared resources of a personal network to pooled assets of a whole society), and interrogates the practical
impact social capital has had in various policy areas (from health to economic development). Social Capital will be of immense value to readers across the social sciences and practitioners in relevant ﬁelds seeking to understand this mercurial concept.

RELIGION IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD
A SOCIOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION
John Wiley & Sons In the new edition of this widely praised text, Alan Aldridge examines the complex realities of religious belief, practice and institutions. Religion is a powerful and controversial force in the contemporary world, even in supposedly secular societies.
Almost all societies seek to cultivate religions and faith communities as sources of social stability and engines of social progress. They also try to combat real and imagined abuses and excess, regulating cults that brainwash vulnerable people, containing
fundamentalism that threatens democracy and the progress of science, and identifying terrorists who threaten atrocities in the name of religion. The third edition has been carefully revised to make sure it is fully up to date with recent developments and debates.
Major themes in the revised edition include the recently erupted ‘culture war’ between progressive secularists and conservative believers, the diverse manifestations of ‘fundamentalism’ and their impact on the wider society, new individual forms of religious
expression in opposition to traditional structures of authority, and the backlash against ‘multiculturalism’ with its controversial implications for the social integration of ethnic and religious minority communities. Impressive in its scholarly analysis of a vibrant and
challenging aspect of human societies, the third edition will appeal strongly to students taking courses in the sociology of religion and religious studies, as well as to everyone interested in the place of religion in the contemporary world.

DECONSTRUCTING ENERGY LAW AND POLICY
Edinburgh University Press Drawing on over 90 interviews completed across Belgium (Brussels), Romania, the US, the EU and the UK, this book identiﬁes the key elements of eﬀective and deliverable energy law and policy.
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THE ROLE OF OIL AND GAS COMPANIES IN THE ENERGY TRANSITION
RISK GOVERNANCE OF OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS OPERATIONS
Cambridge University Press This book evaluates and compares risk regulation and safety management for oﬀshore oil and gas operations in the United States, United Kingdom, Norway, and Australia. It provides an interdisciplinary approach with legal, technological, and
sociological perspectives on their eﬀorts to assess and prevent major accidents and improve safety performance oﬀshore. Presented in three parts, the volume begins with a review of the technical, legal, behavioral, and sociological factors involved in designing,
implementing, and enforcing a regulatory regime for industrial safety. It then evaluates the four regulatory regimes that encompass the cultural, legal, and other contextual factors that inﬂuence their design and implementation, along with their reliance on industrial
expertise and standards and the use of performance indicators. The ﬁnal section presents an assessment of the resilience of the Norwegian regime and its capacity to keep pace with new technologies and emerging risks, respond to near miss incidents, encourage
safety culture, incorporate vested rights of labor, and perform inspection and self-audit functions. This book is highly relevant for those in government, business, academia, and elsewhere in civil society who are involved in oﬀshore safety issues, including regulatory
authorities and industrial safety professionals.

PETROLEUM RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN AFRICA
LESSONS FROM TEN YEARS OF OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION IN GHANA
Palgrave Macmillan This book explores Ghana’s newfound oil wealth and how the revenues it generates can be used to produce inclusive economic growth and development. Comparisons are made with neighboring countries, including Nigeria, Angola, and Equatorial
Guinea, to highlight how petroleum resources can create jobs, increase research and development skills, and generate government revenue to invest in local services and infrastructure. The impact of global developments, such as the 2014-16 oil slump and innovation
within the industry, are also covered. Petroleum Resource Management in Africa to provide policy suggestions and an operational framework for other petroleum producing countries. It will be of interest to academics and policymakers interested in resource and
development economics.
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